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#the manifesto 

Gamemechanik Manifest - play the 
mechanics! 
www.gameZfestival.ch  
ludic-society issue #6  
2013 (german) 

Zurich Game MechanicsManifesto 
www.gameZandRulez.ch  
(english) 

Applying a game mechanic model  
to society.  > model? 
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#model - motivationdesign = game mechanic 

"Game mechanics as control circuits organize their (own) game world 
with their (joint) players and establish motivations. [...] The game 
mechanic may even make other minor game mechanics work for itself." 
Zurich Game Mechanic Manifesto 

> Game mechanics = Motivationdesign >  Cybernetics (Control circuits) 
> Game mechanics (nested) 
> Games = control circuits  
   (Body centered > Finish fast / Electronic Games as long as possible) 
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#model - motivationdesign = game mechanic 
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#model - cybernetic control circuit 

"The simplest game mechanic is a simple game loop (cybernetic control 
circuit) of challenges, options for action and resulting rewards and 
punishments." 
Zurich Game Mechanic Manifesto 

> Motivationsystem:   
    Challenge > Options > Decision > Reward (correct) / Punish (wrong) 

> Solution part of option  
> Cyberspace
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#punish and reward: use the super media game 

"In electronic games, analog media and their game mechanics are 
nothing more than slaves of the great mechanics: text, image or movie, 
they are all just media that are in the mechanics' payroll." 
Zurich Game Mechanic Manifesto 

> game can use everything for rewarding/punishing: animation, sound
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#micro & macro game mechanics 

"Narration here becomes a special form of game mechanics.[..]Today, we 
are thrown and strapped into little game mechanics." 
Zurich Game Mechanic Manifesto 

> narration special game mechanic form (serial) 
> various motivation strategies: 
- short-term motivations (micro mechnics) [seconds - minutes] 
- long-term motivations  (macro mechnics) [minutes - hours -days] 

often: progression strategy / narrative strategies 
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#micro & macro game mechanics 
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#learn the rules (guidance systems/settings) 

how to learn the rules? 
- try and error (punished or rewarded by the system) 
- guidance systems (deduce): light/signs  
- settings are a complex guidance system 

> guidance systems are also game mechanics (reward/punish) 
> designed rules <> learned rules 
> two systems communication (luhmann, systemtheory) 

> goal: forget the boundaries (magic circle) > (baudrillard) 
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#learn the rules (guidance systems/settings) 
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#social function of game mechanics 

"Game mechanics are the last great utopias of our society: Here, we find 
clear rules. She or he, who obeys them will make it. Game mechanics are 
thus the ultimate social hope in an unjust and unfair world. We are the 
mechanics of these senseless new meaning systems." 
Zurich Game Mechanic Manifesto 

> Last utopia  
> New meaning systems 
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#social function of game mechanics 
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#model in society 

"The world has turned into a game and behind its stage the small and large 
game mechanics rattle. The social world provides opportunities for action that we 
can use and adapt. For our actions we get this and that or we are punished [...] 
Discourses as game mechanics draw and steer the rewarding or punishing and 
are motivating at the same time. [...] Anything else is cheating in the electronic 
world and amounts to revolution, crime or even terrorism in our social world. [...] 
Today, we are thrown and strapped into little game mechanics."" 
Zurich Game Mechanic Manifesto 

> Game mechanics in our society (Foucault/Debord) 
> Always on the run 
> Spectacle games
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#model in society 
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#findings & questions 

> Game mechanic model  
   for analysis & game design 

> Used in education / design process 

> Exhibition 

> Shape the future! Change the rules. 

questions? 
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